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Snow White with the Red Hair, Vol. 7
Can you imagine having a bear for a friend? Well the two sisters SnowWhite and Rose-Red can. They were so pure-hearted that they could not
imagine someone or something hurting them. They lived happily in the
woods and spent their time playing carefreely. But do you know what
they saw once? They witnessed how their friend, the bear killed a
dwarf. What happened next? Is the bear as honest as they thought or
there is some magic spell which they did not know anything of?
Children and adults alike, immerse yourselves into Grimm’s world of
folktales and legends! Come, discover the little-known tales and
treasured classics in this collection of 200 fairytales. Brothers
Grimm are probably the best-known storytellers in the world. Some of
their most popular fairy tales are "Cinderella", "Beauty and the
Beast" and "Little Red Riding Hood" and there is hardly anybody who
has not grown up with the adventures of Hansel and Gretel, Rapunzel
and Snow White. Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm’s exceptional literature
legacy consists of recorded German and European folktales and legends.
Their collections have been translated into all European languages in
their lifetime and into every living language today.
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Snow White's Red Shapes
A romantic retelling of a classic fairy tale about a beautiful
herbalist and a lovestruck prince. Shirayuki is an herbalist famous
for her naturally bright-red hair, and the prince of Tanbarun wants
her all to himself! The prince from the neighboring kingdom, Zen,
rescues her from her plight, and thus begins their love story.
Shirayuki and Ryu are back in Lilias to work as herbalists. Shirayuki
wastes no time diving into work, spending a backbreaking number of
hours compounding medicine. But they aren’t alone for long before Obi
joins them on Zen’s orders and invites Shirayuki to watch the sunset
with him as they chat.

Cinderella and Snow White and Rose Red
A romantic retelling of a classic fairy tale about a beautiful
herbalist and a lovestruck prince. Shirayuki is an herbalist famous
for her naturally bright-red hair, and the prince of Tanbarun wants
her all to himself! The prince from the neighboring kingdom, Zen,
rescues her from her plight, and thus begins their love story.
Shirayuki and Obi attend a royal soiree at the palace in hopes of
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meeting Rata Forzeno, the wunderock scholar. With his help, the Lilias
team might finally be able to bring their orimmallys research to a
speedy conclusion. But will Shirayuki and Obi be able to convince the
elusive scholar to lend them a hand?

Little Sticker Dolly Dressing Snow White
Finally rid of the Claw of the Sea, Shirayuki and company return to
Clarines—just in time for Palace Exhibition Day, the one day the
palace is open to the public. But as Zen, bedecked in fancy garb,
performs his princely duties, Shirayuki realizes how wide the gap
between them truly is. -- VIZ Media

The Jazz Standards
When a banquet invitation arrives from Prince Raj in Tanbarun, Izana
tests Zen and Shirayuki’s budding relationship by forcing Shirayuki to
accept. But before the young lovers can cope with their impending time
apart, a new threat arrives in Clarines—and he’s got Shirayuki in his
sights! -- VIZ Media
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Summer of the Monkeys
After putting an end to the disease that was ravaging Lilias,
Shirayuki returns home with Zen and the others. But on their next day
off, Shirayuki and Zen embark on a new adventure—a date! Meanwhile,
Mitsuhide is furious to learn that Kiki’s been keeping a life-altering
secret from him! -- VIZ Media

We Never Learn, Vol. 13
Snow White with the Red Hair
A delightful retelling of Snow White and the seven dwarfs with
characters to dress and scenes to create using the reusable stickers
provided. Little children can create the whole story, from Snow White
being abandoned in a forest, finding the dwarfs' cottage, being
tricked by her stepmother and finally meeting her prince.
Illustrations:Full colour throughout

Snow White with the Red Hair, Vol. 3
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Miss Ophelia Flax is a Victorian actress who knows all about making
quick changes and even quicker exits. But to solve a fairy-tale crime
in the haunted Black Forest, she’ll need more than a bit of charm…
1867: After being fired from her latest variety hall engagement,
Ophelia acts her way into a lady’s maid position for a crass American
millionaire. But when her new job whisks her off to a foreboding
castle straight out of a Grimm tale, she begins to wonder if her fasttalking ways might have been too hasty. The vast grounds contain the
suspected remains of Snow White’s cottage, along with a disturbing
dwarf skeleton. And when her millionaire boss turns up dead—poisoned
by an apple—the fantastic setting turns into a once upon a crime
scene. To keep from rising to the top of the suspect list, Ophelia
fights through a bramble of elegant lies, sinister folklore, and
priceless treasure, with only a dashing but mysterious scholar as her
ally. And as the clock ticks towards midnight, she’ll have to break a
cunning killer’s spell before her own time runs out…

The Complete Grimm's Fairy Tales
A beautiful retelling of the classic Brothers Grimm tale with lavish
full-color oil paintings. New in paperback. Red Rose and Snow White
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are as different as two sisters can be. Even so, they get along and,
together with their mother, make a cozy life in their cottage in the
woods. Then one night, Rose Red answers a knock at the door and finds
a huge shaggy bear who gruffly asks for a warm place to sleep!
Although alarmed at first, mother and daughters alike are soon charmed
by the bear and happily shelter him from winter nights. When spring
arrives, the girls sadly watch their friend lumber off. Soon after he
disappears, they make a new acquaintance. Was this the little man the
bear warned them of before he left?

Snow White with the Red Hair, Vol. 12
Snow & Rose
Shirayuki lays her life on the line to help Kihal and her bird, Popo,
prove their worth to the kingdom—which leads Zen to kiss her for the
very first time! Now she can’t get that kiss out of her head. Will she
be able to keep her cool around the man she’s falling for? -- VIZ
Media
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Snow White, Blood Red
When studious Nariyuki tutors two supergeniuses who are total dunces
in their favorite subjects, he’ll get a crash course in love! Nariyuki
Yuiga comes from an impoverished family, so he’s eager to secure a
full scholarship to college before he graduates high school. His
principal agrees, with one stipulation—he must tutor three of the most
talented girls at school and make sure they get into their target
colleges! Asumi Kominami is retaking her college entrance exam so that
she can one day become a doctor. As a child, she always dreamed of
taking over her family's practice, but her father is finding it harder
and harder to compete against the bigger hospitals. Will Asumi give up
on her childhood dream?

Snow White Red-Handed
Shortly after Shirayuki and Ryu’s arrival in Lilias, a mysterious
ailment breaks out. Now the two herbalists find themselves in a race
against time to find a cure for the illness before it spreads
throughout the city. And what will Zen and friends do when they catch
word of this outbreak while on their way to Wirant? -- VIZ Media
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Rose Red and Snow White
Shirayuki is famous for her naturally bright-red hair, and the prince
of Tanbarun wants her all to himself! But when she escapes into the
woods of the neighboring kingdom, a young man named Zen and his two
friends come to her aid. But who is Zen really? This volume also
features a special one-shot, “Colorful Seasons of August”! -- VIZ
Media

Snow White and Russian Red
A romantic retelling of a classic fairy tale about a beautiful
herbalist and a lovestruck prince. Shirayuki is an herbalist famous
for her naturally bright-red hair, and the prince of Tanbarun wants
her all to himself! The prince from the neighboring kingdom, Zen,
rescues her from her plight, and thus begins their love story. Yuzuri,
Suzu and Kirito travel all the way from Lilias to visit Shirayuki and
friends, resulting in a delightful reunion—until things take a turn!
Meanwhile, Izana pressures Zen to hold a banquet to seek out potential
brides, but Zen has another idea in mind.
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Snow White & Rose Red
As in the classic tale our Snow White falls under the spell of the
evil Queen. But who gets left behind when her Prince arrives?

Salute to Adventurers
An audacious, fresh portrait of marginalized, fatalistic postCommunist youth. Andrzej 'Nails' Robakoski is a tracksuited slacker
who spends most of his time searching for his next line of speed and
dreaming up conspiracy theories about the national economy. Dumped by
his girlfriend Magda, a beautiful seductress, he turns to Angela, a
proselytizing vegetarian Goth, and then to Natasha, a hellcat who
tears his house apart looking for speed, followed by Ala, the nerdy
economics student who was the girlfriend of the friend who stole
Magda. In the background, a xenophobic campaign against the growing
Russian black market escalates, resulting in citizens painting their
houses in national colours, and a pageant to crown one of the girls as
Miss No Russkies or did it all just happen in Nails' fevered mind?
With inventive and visceral language that is by turns poetic,
hilarious, disturbing and dirty, White and Red is a powerful portrait
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of love, hopelessness and political burnout in contemporary Eastern
Europe.

Snow White with the Red Hair, Vol. 2
"In this classic fairy tale, retold with a twist, Snow White has had
enough! The dwarfs treat her like a slave, so she decides to play a
trick on them. She pretends to eat a poisoned apple. Now she will find
out what the dwarfs really think of her!"--

Snow White with the Red Hair
From the author of the beloved classic Where the Red Fern Grows comes
a timeless adventure about a boy who discovers a tree full of monkeys.
The last thing fourteen-year-old Jay Berry Lee expects to find while
trekking through the Ozark Mountains of Oklahoma is a tree full of
monkeys. But then Jay learns from his grandpa that the monkeys have
escaped from a traveling circus, and there’s a big reward for the
person who finds and returns them. His family could really use the
money, so Jay sets off, determined to catch them. But by the end of
the summer, Jay will have learned a lot more than he bargained for—and
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not just about monkeys. From the beloved author of Where the Red Fern
Grows comes another memorable adventure novel filled with heart,
humor, and excitement. Honors and Praise for Wilson Rawls’ Where the
Red Fern Grows: A School Library Journal Top 100 Children’s Novel An
NPR Must-Read for Kids Ages 9 to 14 Winner of 4 State Awards Over 7
million copies in print! “A rewarding book . . . [with] careful,
precise observation, all of it rightly phrased.” —The New York Times
Book Review “One of the great classics of children’s literature . . .
Any child who doesn’t get to read this beloved and powerfully
emotional book has missed out on an important piece of childhood for
the last 40-plus years.” —Common Sense Media “An exciting tale of love
and adventure you’ll never forget.” —School Library Journal

Snow White with the Red Hair, Vol. 10
Fairy tales retold—with a twist—from “some of our best storytellers”
including Neil Gaiman, Gahan Wilson, Tanith Lee, and others (The
Washington Post). In this “no holds barred . . . nightmarish . . .
provocative” collection, bestselling and award-winning fantasy masters
put a dark, disturbing, and erotic spin on your favorite bedtime
stories—and give you something entirely new to trouble your dreams
(The New York Times Book Review). A boy is haunted through adulthood
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by a soul-eating creature that lies forever in wait under Neil
Gaiman’s “Troll Bridge”; a melancholy amphibian shares his most
private fantasies with a therapist in Gahan Wilson’s “The Frog
Prince”; in Tanith Lee’s “Snow-Drop,” a lonely artist invites seven
circus performers into her home to satisfy an obsession; in Steve
Rasnic Tem’s “Little Poucet,” a band of lost brothers find refuge and
terror with a hungry family in the woods; and Wendy Wheeler delves
into the deviant psyche of the predatory male in “Little Red.” Also
featuring Nancy Kress, Charles de Lint, Melanie Tem, Patricia A.
McKillip, Jack Dann, and others, all paying a revisit to our favorite
fairy tales in ways you’ve never dared to imagine.

White and Red
Shirayuki begins her duties as a court herbalist apprentice, but her
mentor is a bit odd. He’s quiet, shy, moody anda child? Her first
official duty is to quell an illness going around one of the forts
that house Clarines soliders. Will she be able to discover the cause
of the outbreak in time? -- VIZ Media

Snow White with the Red Hair, Vol. 11
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The international bestselling novel of nihilistic youth in postCommunist Poland: “chaotic and brilliantly idiosyncraticdestined to
become a cult classic” (Library Journal, starred review). When his
girlfriend Magda dumps him, Andrzej “Nails’ Robakoski’s life begins to
unravel. A track-suited slacker, Nails spends most of his time doing
little more than searching for his next girl, next line of speed, next
proof for his conspiracy theories about the Polish economy. A
xenophobic campaign against the Russian black market is escalating
across Poland, culminating in No Russkies Day–or is that just in
Nails’s fevered mind? A “punishing successor to first-person ‘lad’
novels like Trainspotting,” Snow White and Russian Red “serves up its
nastiness spiked with pitch-black humor.” By turns poetic, hilarious,
disturbing, and dirty, it is a powerful portrait of love,
hopelessness, and political burnout in today’s Eastern Europe
(Publishers Weekly). "Critics have compared it to novels like Naked
LunchCeline and Kosinski also come to mind."—John Leonard, Harper's

The Last Wish
A New York Timesbestselling author-illustrator brings readers into the
woods to meet two young sisters and a strange bit of magic in this
reimagining of the classic but little-known fairy tale oSnow White and
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Rose Red.o a Snow and Rose didn't know they were in a fairy tale.
People never do. . . . a Once, they lived in a big house with
spectacular gardens and an army of servants. a Once, they had a father
and mother who loved them more than the sun and moon. a But that was
before their father disappeared into the woods and their mother
disappeared into sorrow. a This is the story of two sisters and the
enchanted woods that have been waiting for them to break a set of
terrible spells. a Bestselling author-illustrator Emily Winfield
Martin has created a world that sits on the border of enchantment,
with characters who are grounded in real emotions that readers will
recognize in themselves.

Snow White with the Red Hair, Vol. 8
The banquet in Tanbarun begins, and Shirayuki and Obi are dressed to
impress. But it’s not all frills and lace, as Zen learns that those
aiming to kidnap Shirayuki have pinpointed her location. Against his
brother Izana’s wishes, Zen rides for Tanbarun! But will he reach
Shirayuki before danger strikes? -- VIZ Media

Snow-White and Rose-Red
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Snow White and Rose Red live on the edge of the forest that conceals
the elusive border of Faerie. They know enough about Faerie lands and
mortal magic to be concerned when they find two human sorcerers
setting spells near the border. And when the kindly, intelligent black
bear wanders into their cottage some months later, they realize the
connection between his plight and the sorcery they saw in the forest.
This romantic version of the classic fairy tale features an updated
introduction by its editor, Terri Windling.

Snow White with the Red Hair, Vol. 14
Exploring the world of colors and shapes is fun with Snow White and
all the Disney princesses.

Snow White with the Red Hair, Vol. 13
A romantic retelling of a classic fairy tale about a beautiful
herbalist and a lovestruck prince. Shirayuki is an herbalist famous
for her naturally bright-red hair, and the prince of Tanbarun wants
her all to himself! The prince from the neighboring kingdom, Zen,
rescues her from her plight, and thus begins their love story. As news
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of Izana’s impending coronation spreads, people from all over travel
to the capital city of Wistal. During the preparations, Zen asks
Shirayuki to play host to Prince Raj of Tanbarun, sending shock waves
through the palace. To think that a common court herbalist would be
entrusted with such a task! But that’s not the only change coronation
day brings.

Snow White with the Red Hair, Vol. 15
There never was a story that was happy through and through. When
writer Arthur Ransome leaves his unhappy marriage in England and moves
to Russia to work as a journalist, he has little idea of the violent
revolution about to erupt. Unwittingly, he finds himself at its
center, tapped by the British to report back on the Bolsheviks even as
he becomes dangerously, romantically entangled with Trotsky's personal
secretary. Both sides seek to use Arthur to gather and relay
information for their own purposes . . . and both grow to suspect him
of being a double agent. Arthur wants only to elope far from conflict
with his beloved, but her Russian ties make leaving the country nearly
impossible. And the more Arthur resists becoming a pawn, the more
entrenched in the game he seems to become. Blood Red Snow White, a
Soviet-era thriller from renowned author Marcus Sedgwick, is sure to
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keep readers on the edge of their seats. This title has Common Core
connections.

Snow White with the Red Hair, Vol. 6
Enjoy a delightful excursion into the wonderful world of make-believe,
where fairy-tales and old favorite stories come vividly to life.
Narration by expert storytellers, music, exciting sound effects, and
dramatic dialogue will inspire. This classic tale is sure to become a
favorite pass-time, treating children to a magical fantasy of
entertaining enjoyment along with life lessons to which they can
relate.

Snow White and the Red Rose
A romantic retelling of a classic fairy tale about a beautiful
herbalist and a lovestruck prince. Shirayuki is an herbalist famous
for her naturally bright-red hair, and the prince of Tanbarun wants
her all to himself! The prince from the neighboring kingdom, Zen,
rescues her from her plight, and thus begins their love story.
Shirayuki is headed to Lilias to work as an herbalist and researcher,
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and she can’t hold back the tears when she realizes how much she’ll
miss everyone. Luckily, Zen knows just what to say to her! And later,
Obi makes a stunning confession to Zen.

Ladybird Tales Snow White and Rose Red Mini Hardback
A thrilling and superbly written historical romance. The story of
Andrew Garveld, a young man born into a poor but once noble family,
sets about changing his fortune by travelling to Edinburgh but meets
many people along the way and events spiral and change his life
forever.

Blood Red Snow White
A mistreated step-sister attends the royal ball with the aid of her
fairy godmother. In the second story two sisters aid a brown bear who
is actually a bewitched prince.

Snow White and the Seven Trolls
Shirayuki and Zen finally have "the talk" about their future together.
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Then, a heavy rain forces the party to take shelter at an inn after
seeing off Sakaki. But just as night falls, Obi slips away! -- VIZ
Media

Snow White and Rose Red
A job she loves, free time with Zen—Shirayuki’s life couldn’t be
better. But the return of Zen’s brother, Crown Prince Izana, puts
everyone on edge. Even worse, Izana has much to say about Zen’s redhaired friend. Will Shirayuki be able to overcome this new obstacle in
her relationship with Zen? -- VIZ Media

Snow White with the Red Hair, Vol. 1
Geralt the Witcher -- revered and hated -- holds the line against the
monsters plaguing humanity in this collection of adventures in the New
York Times bestselling series that inspired the Netflix show and the
hit video games. Geralt is a Witcher, a man whose magic powers,
enhanced by long training and a mysterious elixir, have made him a
brilliant fighter and a merciless assassin. Yet he is no ordinary
murderer: his targets are the multifarious monsters and vile fiends
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that ravage the land and attack the innocent. But not everything
monstrous-looking is evil and not everything fair is good. . .and in
every fairy tale there is a grain of truth. The Last Wish story
collection is the perfect introduction to a one of a kind fantasy
world. And look out for The Tower of Fools, book one of Andrzej
Sapkowski's Hussite Trilogy, coming in October 2020!

Snow White with the Red Hair, Vol. 9
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs
The story of Snow White and Rose Red is one of the lesser-known fairy
tales, collected by the Brothers Grimm in Germany in the 19th century.
This retelling of the story, originally published by Ladybird in 1969,
is one of the best-known versions of Snow White and Rose Red in modern
times. This beautiful hardback Ladybird edition of Snow White and Rose
Red is a perfect first illustrated introduction to this classic fairy
tale for young readers from 3+. The story is sensitively retold,
following the tale of two young sisters who encounter a friendly bear
and a wicked dwarf. Other exciting titles in the Ladybird Tales series
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include The Three Billy Goats Gruff, Cinderella, The Three Little
Pigs, Jack and the Beanstalk, Goldilocks and the Three Bears, The
Gingerbread Man, Hansel and Gretel, Little Red Riding Hood, Sleeping
Beauty, Rumpelstiltskin, Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, Rapunzel,
The Magic Porridge Pot, The Enormous Turnip, Puss in Boots, The Elves
and the Shoemaker, The Big Pancake, Dick Whittington, The Princess and
the Frog, The Princess and the Pea, Chicken Licken and The Little Red
Hen. Ladybird Tales are based on the original Ladybird retellings,
with beautiful pictures of the kind children like best - full of
richness and detail. Children have always loved, and will always
remember, these classic fairy tales and sharing them together is an
experience to treasure. Ladybird has published fairy tales for over
forty-five years, bringing the magic of traditional stories to each
new generation of children.

Snow White Sees the Light
In this contemporary version of the traditional folk tale, two
teenaged sisters and their mother, living in New York City, offer
hospitality to a stranger in need and are rewarded for their kindness
in unexpected ways.
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The Snow-White and Rose-Red picture book
The Jazz Standards, a comprehensive guide to the most important jazz
compositions, is a unique resource, a browser's companion, and an
invaluable introduction to the art form. This essential book for music
lovers tells the story of more than 250 key jazz songs, and includes a
listening guide to more than 2,000 recordings. Many books recommend
jazz CDs or discuss musicians and styles, but this is the first to
tell the story of the songs themselves. The fan who wants to know more
about a jazz song heard at the club or on the radio will find this
book indispensable. Musicians who play these songs night after night
now have a handy guide, outlining their history and significance and
telling how they have been performed by different generations of jazz
artists. Students learning about jazz standards now have a complete
reference work for all of these cornerstones of the repertoire. Author
Ted Gioia, whose body of work includes the award-winning The History
of Jazz and Delta Blues, is the perfect guide to lead readers through
the classics of the genre. As a jazz pianist and recording artist, he
has performed these songs for decades. As a music historian and
critic, he has gained a reputation as a leading expert on jazz. Here
he draws on his deep experience with this music in creating the
ultimate work on the subject. An introduction for new fans, a useful
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handbook for jazz enthusiasts and performers, and an important
reference for students and educators, The Jazz Standards belongs on
the shelf of every serious jazz lover or musician.
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